Special Issue : An introduction to feature articles about medical literatures in early modern Japan and Korea : The good doctor of early modern times in Japan : “Shizunoiwaya”, ”Kinseikijinden”, ”Koukokumeiiden” by 吉丸 雄哉
小特集「日本・朝鮮近世の文学における「医者」表
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<ABSTRACT>
The good doctor of early modern times in Japan:
“Shizunoiwaya”,”Kinseikijinden”,”Koukokumeiiden”
YOSHIMARU Katsuya
Literature on doctors and medicine during the Edo Period in Japan was 
dominated by biographies. Few fictional novels were written at the time. 
Biographies of famous Japanese doctors during the Edo Period exist, but 
medical books were generally written in Classical Chinese. Medical practice 
was strongly influenced by Chinese medicine, therefore biographies of famous 
Chinese doctors were often used as reading material. As an example, Atsutane 
HIRATA, in his book ‘Shizuno Iwaya’, showed his reverence to famous Chinese 
doctors such as Hen-jyaku and Cho- Chũkei. However, Japanese authors 
generally focused on the techniques that were used, rather than personalities. 
One example is the book 'Kokoku Meii Den' by Sohaku ASADA. A contrasting 
example are the books 'Kinsei Kijinden' and 'Zoku Kinsei Kijin Den', in which 
the editor was not a doctor, and focused on personalities. Contemporary 
novels did exist at the time, and were more popular among regular people. 
Stories about doctors such as Gi-ba and Hen-jyaku and their mythical healing 
abilities were popular. These tales served as a diversion from the reality of the 
limits of contemporary medical techniques.
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